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5 Multi-Period, Spatial Equilibrium Models

In this chapter, I discuss the set-up of a mathematical model to analyse cereal
price formation and trade flows on a perfectly competitive market. This model
is adapted from the equilibrium model built by Takayama and Judge (1971).
The model simulates a situation where producers supply a part of their cereal
production, traders distribute the cereals over a number of regions or store them
for a while, and consumers purchase the cereals. A detailed discussion of the
main elements, assumptions, and characteristics of this theoretical model will
allow for a better comprehension of the stochastic equilibrium model set up in
Chapter 6. Especially the reason for modifying some model elements and the
effects of these changes on the optimal results will be clearer if the perfect
market model with full information is discussed first.

The equilibrium model, in fact, consists of a number of building stones
which represent the behaviour of each of the market actors. For that reason, in
Section 5.1, I examine how the optimal strategies of the agents operating on the
cereal market can be represented. The quantities supplied, demanded,
transported, and stored by the individual producers, consumers and traders
depend on producer and consumer prices. These prices are exogenous factors
for them. In Section 5.2, I discuss how the representations of the individual
optimal behaviour can be combined into a multi-period, spatial equilibrium
model. This model determines optimal equilibrium supply, demand, transport,
and storage plans for all market actors simultaneously, as well as equilibrium
producer and consumer prices. I will show that the optimal equilibrium
quantities satisfy the properties of the individual agents� optimal behaviour at
market equilibrium prices.

5.1 Strategies of Producers, Consumers, and Traders

Consider a country which can be divided into n regions, numbered i = 1,2,�,n.
A year, for instance from one harvest to the next, is divided in T periods of time,
which are numbered t = 1,2,..,T.1 If a farmer produces cereals, a part of it may
be stored for home consumption, the rest is sold on the market. Farmers in
region i only sell in region i to the traders. They do not sell in other regions and

                                                     
1 In the semi-arid countries of West Africa, there is only one growing season.
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not directly to consumers. Likewise, consumers in region i buy in region i from
the traders. The optimal strategies of the producers and consumers are discussed
in Section 5.1.1 (see also Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). Traders in region i purchase
the producer supply and sell the consumer demand from that region. They also
transport cereals to region j = 1,�,n, i � j, or store them until one of the periods
t+1,t+2,�,T. In Section 5.1.2, I derive their optimal strategies. In fact, what I
call a �trader� encompasses all intermediaries involved in cereal trade as
discussed in Section 2.2. Only the producer-trader and trader-consumer
segments of the cereal marketing channel are considered. The costs made by the
different intermediaries in the other channel segments are all caught in the
marketing costs of the �trader�.

5.1.1 Strategies of Producers and Consumers

In analogy to (4.19) and (4.20), define for i = 1,...,n and t = 1,...,T

xit producer supply in region i during period t,
y it consumer demand in region i during period t, (5.1)
pit producer price in region i during period t,
� it consumer price in region i during period t.

Producer supply and consumer demand are variables. The producer and
consumer prices are parameters for the individual producers and consumers.
They can not influence these prices. In analogy to (4.11), in Section 4.2.3, it is
assumed that consumer demand and producer supply strategies are reflected by
market demand and supply functions, which are given by yit(� it) and xit(pit).
These functions give the consumers� utility maximising demand level at price
� it and the producers� profit maximising cereal supply level at price pit (see
Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2). For each region supply and demand functions are
assumed to be known. Furthermore, I assume in this section that demand and
supply in period t only depend on current prices and not on prices in the other
periods, so yit = y it(� it) and  xit = x it(pit) . In the next chapter, I will consider a
situation in which supply also depends on prices in other periods. Introduce the
inverse supply and demand functions, pit(xit) and � it(yit). In analogy to (4.15)
and (4.17) it is assumed that, for i = 1,2,�,n and t = 1,...,T,
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with uit(yit) the utility from consuming yit by the consumers in region i during
period t, and cit(xit)  the costs of producing xit by the producers in region i
during period t. I assume that uit(yit) is a quasi-linear utility function (see
Section 4.2.2). Again, due to the assumptions (4.3) and (4.8), see also (4.21), it
follows that, for i = 1,...,n and t = 1,...,T,

�� it ityb g < 0  and  �p xit itb g  > 0. (5.3)

5.1.2 Some Characteristics of Trader Strategies

To describe the optimal strategies of the traders, an aggregated trader is
considered who transacts the entire producer supply and consumer demand.
Assume that all traders have the same operating costs and that their capital is
not constrained. In that case it makes no difference whether a number of traders
or only one aggregated trader is considered. Introduce the following variables
for the aggregated trader, for i,j=1,...,n, j � i, and t=1,...,T.

r it quantity sold by the trader to the consumers in
region i in period t

q it quantity purchased by the trader from the producers
in region i in period t (5.4)

qijt quantity transported by the trader from region i to
region j in period t

v it quantity in store by the trader in region i at the end
of period t.

Due to the perfect market assumption, the aggregated trader has perfect
foresight. This means that he knows in advance or can predict with certainty the
producer and consumer prices for all T periods, pit and � it. Note that an
individual trader can not influence prices. Knowing prices, also producer supply
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levels, xit = xit(pit), and consumer demand levels, yit = yit(� it), are known to the
trader. He can not buy more than the quantity supplied by the producers (qit �
xit), and he can not sell more than the quantity demanded by the consumers (r it

� yit). Introduce the following parameters, for i,j=1,...,n, i � j, and t=1,...,T.

vi0 initial stock of the trader in region i
� ijt costs to transport one unit from market i to market j

in period t (5.5)
kit costs to store one unit for one period in region i in period t

Transport costs, � ijt, are defined as the minimum costs of transport between
market i and market j, i.e. if the cheapest way of transport is chosen. It follows
from this definition that for any three different markets, i, j and s, i,j,s = 1,�,n, i
� j, i � s, j � s, the costs to transport one tonne of cereals between market i and
market j can never exceed the transport costs if the route is taken from market i
via market s to market j. So it may be written: � ijt �  � ist + � sjt. If � ijt = � ist + � sjt, a
trader is indifferent between transporting directly from region i to j, or to
transport first from region i to s and later from region s to j. The costs will for
both possibilities be the same. In order to avoid this situation and to simplify the
mathematical reasoning and proofs later in this chapter, it will be assumed that,
for i,j = 1,�,n, i � j, i � s, j � s, and t = 1,�,T,

� ijt < � ist + � sjt. (5.6)

The quantity in stock at the end of period t in region i is equal to the quantity
available during that period in region i minus the quantity that leaves the region.
The available quantity is equal to the sum of the stock remaining from the
previous period, the trader�s purchases in that region, and the quantity
transported towards that region. The quantity that leaves the market is equal to
the consumers� purchases plus the quantity that is transported towards other
regions. If no storage losses are taken into account, the quantity in stock at the
end of period t in region i is, for i = 1,�,n and t = 1,�,T,
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It will be proven below, that it turns out to be optimal for the trader to keep no
stocks at the end of period T, i.e. viT = 0, due to the assumption that they can not
sell their stocks in the next year. The traders� objective is to maximise his
profits over all T periods. Profits consist of the revenues from sales minus the
costs from purchases, transports and storage. The trader determines optimal
levels of the variables qit, r it, qijt, and vit, for known levels of pit, � it, xit, and yit.
To show how the (aggregated) trader�s decisions depend on consumer and
producer prices, I analyse the following decision problem. The trader
maximises profits subject to the storage equation (5.7), and the upper bounds on
purchases and sales (qit � xit and r it � yit). This can be formulated in the
following maximisation problem in the variables qit, r it, qijt, and vit, for all i,j =
1,�,n, i� j, and t =1,�,T,

Max r p q q k v

q q v r q v q x
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Using the Kuhn-Tucker conditions of model (5.8), which are presented in
Appendix A2.2, some properties can be derived which show the influence of the
difference between producer and consumer price levels, on the traders� optimal
levels of purchases, sales, transports, and storage. The proofs of these properties
are presented in Appendix A2.2. Furthermore, it is proved in Appendix A2.2
that it is optimal for the trader to keep no stocks at the end of period T, viT = 0.
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Trader property 5.1:  For region i � {1,�,n} and period t � {1,�,T},
a) if � it < pit, then any optimal solution of (5.8) satisfies qit = 0 and/or r it = 0;
b) if � it � pit, then an optimal solution of (5.8) exists, satisfying the condition qit

= xit and/or r it = yit; for � it = pit, other optimal solutions of (5.8) may exist, not
satisfying this condition.

Trader property 5.1 can be well understood. If � it < pit, the trader will in period
t not purchase and sell in the same region. He would only make losses out of
this transaction. If � it > pit, it is obviously profitable for the trader to buy and
sell in region i. In that case he will buy the maximum possible quantity, xit, or
sell the maximum possible quantity, yit, in region i. One can not say that he will
buy as much as possible from the producers in region i to sell to the consumers
in the same region. This depends on producer and consumer prices in the other
regions and the prices in the other periods. It may be more profitable to sell in
another region j. I come back to this issue after Trader property 5.3 below. If � it

= pit, the only thing that can be said, is that the trader would not lose if he would
buy and sell in the same region.

Trader property 5.2: Let qit, r it, qijt, v it, for i,j = 1,�,n, j � i, and t = 1,�,T, be
an optimal solution of (5.8). Let a trader transport in a certain period t, t �
{1,�,T}, from a region i to a region j, so qijt > 0, for i,j � {1,�,n}, i � j.
Consider a region s, s � {1,�,n}. Then, in period t,
a) no goods are transported from region s, for s � i, to region i, qsit = 0;
b) no goods are transported from region j to region s, for s � j, qjst = 0;
c) purchases in region i are positive, qit > 0, and/or the stock remaining from the
previous period is positive, vi,t-1 > 0;
d) sales in region j are positive, r jt > 0, and/or the stock at the end of period t in
region j is positive, vjt > 0.

Trader property 5.3: For region i and j, i,j � {1,�,n}, j � i, and period t �
{1,�,T},
a) if � jt < pit + � ijt, then any optimal solution of (5.8) has to satisfy qit = 0, qijt =
0, and/or r jt = 0;
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b) if � jt � pit + � ijt, and qit > 0, q ijt > 0 and r jt > 0, then an optimal solution of
(5.8) exists, satisfying qit = xit and/or r jt = yjt; for � jt = pit + � ijt, an optimal
solution of (5.8) is not unique.

Trader property 5.3 describes for which price levels a trader will transport to
region j. If � jt < pit + � ijt, the trader would lose from selling in region j the
commodities he purchased in the same period in region i. If he transports to
region j, then goods will be taken from the stock from the previous period vi,t-1,
or they will be put in stock in region j, vjt. If � jt > pit + � ijt, selling in j the
commodities purchased in i, will be profitable. As a consequence, the trader will
buy as much as possible in region i, x it,  or sell as much as possible in region j,
y jt. Note that it is possible that qijt = 0 if � jt > pit + � ijt. If for example, � it - pit >
� jt - pit - � ijt > 0, selling in region i will be more profitable than selling in region
j. If � jt = pit + � ijt, the trader would make neither losses nor profits if he would
transport between region i and j.

Define the costs of storage of one unit of weight in region i, from the
moment of storage in period t to the moment when it will be taken from the
stock in period � , for t = 1,�,T-1, � = t+1,�,T, see (5.5),

�
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�

it il
l t

k�

�

�

�
1

(5.9)

Trader property 5.4: For region i � {1,�,n}, j � i, period t � {1,�,T-1}, and �
� {t+1,�,T},
a) if � i,t+1 < pit + kit, then any optimal solution of (5.8) has to satisfy qit = 0, v it =
0, and/or r i,t+1 = 0; analogously, if � i� < pit + � it�, then any optimal solution of
(5.8) has to satisfy qit = 0, v it = 0,�, vi,��1  = 0, and/or r i� = 0;
b) if � i,t+1 � pit + kit, and qit > 0, vit > 0, and r i,t+1 > 0, then an optimal solution of
(5.8) exists, satisfying the condition qit = xit and/or r i,t+1 = yi,t+1; for � i,t+1 = pit +
kit, an optimal solution of (5.8) is not unique; analogously, if � i� � pit + � it�, and
qit > 0, vit > 0,�, v i,��1 > 0, and r i� > 0, then an optimal solution of (5.8) exists,
satisfying the condition qit = xit and/or r i� = yi�; for � i� = pit + � it�, an optimal
solution of (5.8) is not unique.
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Trader property 5.4 describes the possibility of the trader to purchase in period
t, store till period �, and sell to the consumers in period �, for � = t+1,�,T. For
example, a trader will not sell in period t+1 the goods purchased in period t, if
he would make a loss, i.e. if � i,t+1 < pit + kit (note that � it, t + 1  = kit) . For � i,t+1 >
pit + kit, selling in t+1 the commodities purchased in t, will be profitable. The
trader will purchase the maximum possible quantity, xit, in period t, or sell the
maximum possible quantity, yi,t+1, in period t+1. For � i,t+1 = pit + kit, storage will
give losses nor profits.

The above properties will be used in the next section to verify whether
the optimal solutions of the market equilibrium model to be developed, will
satisfy the properties of the traders� optimal behaviour. The equilibrium
solutions will only be acceptable for the traders if they are also optimal for them
individually.

5.2 A Multi-Period, Spatial Equilibrium Model

In this section, I extend equilibrium model (4.18), to take into account transport
and storage. Using the representations of the behaviour of the individual market
actors discussed in the previous section, a multi-period, spatial equilibrium
model will be set up in which the optimal values of the following variables are
determined simultaneously for all regions i = 1,�,n, and all periods t = 1,�,T:
producer and consumer prices (pit and � it), producer supply (xit), consumer
demand (yit), trader purchase levels (qit), trader sales levels (r it), trader transport
flows (qijt), and trader storage levels (vit). The problem is to set up a model
which generates market prices (for each region and each period) for which all
individual producers, consumers, and traders are able to transact their optimal
quantities. This implies that 1) the producers can sell their optimal supplies to
the traders (xit = qit), the consumers can purchase their optimal demand levels
from the traders (yit = r it); and that 2) all producers, consumers, and traders
transact their utility or profit optimising quantities.

In this section, I first discuss the set-up and the results of the multi-
period spatial, equilibrium model. Secondly, I will prove that the optimal
equilibrium solution is sustained by the individual market agents. This means
that at the market equilibrium prices, the optimal equilibrium supplies are equal
to the aggregate optimal sales of the individual producers, the optimal
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equilibrium demand is equal to the aggregate optimal purchases of the
individual consumers, and the optimal equilibrium transported and stored
quantities are equal to the aggregate optimal transport flows and stock levels of
the traders. These individual strategies have been discussed in the previous
section.

The objective function of the equilibrium model is the sum of the �net revenues�
of the producers, consumers, and traders. This differs from (4.18), but I will
show below that, in fact, it is the same objective. In the objective function, �net
consumer revenues� are defined as the utility from consuming yit (i.e. uit(yit))
minus the costs from purchasing yit (i.e. � ity it). The objective function is

u y y p x c x
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This function is also called a semi-welfare function. The utility and cost
functions uit(yit) and cit(xit) are given in (5.2). Assume that the utility function is
quasi-linear, and that the cost and utility functions satisfy assumptions like (4.3)
and (4.8). The optimal quantities have to satisfy, for all i,j = 1,�,n, i�j, and t =
1,�,T, the following conditions.

1. the trader�s storage equation (5.7);
2. the market equilibrium conditions, indicating that there is no excess supply
and no excess demand on the market: xit = qit and yit = r it;
3. the non-negativity conditions: xit, yit, r it, qit, vit, qijt � 0.

Without loss of generality it may be assumed that no goods are in stock at the
beginning of period 1, vi0 = 0. Substitute the market equilibrium conditions in
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the objective function (5.10). It follows that, like in (4.18), the objective is equal
to the sum of total utility minus all costs, i.e.
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(5.11) is equal to (5.10). However, (5.10) has a clearer interpretation and seems
to be more appropriate than the definition in (5.11). Because of the properties of
utility and production costs, semi-welfare function (5.10) can be replaced by the
integral of the inverse demand function minus the integral of the inverse supply
function, minus transport and storage costs, see (4.18) and (5.2). Furthermore,
to distinguish between the strategies of an individual trader and the results from
the equilibrium model, replace qijt and vit by the following variables, for i,j =
1,�,n, i � j, and t = 1,..,T.

x i j t
s i t

ijt

it

amount transported from region  to region  in period 
the quantity in stock in region  at the end of period 

(5.12)

The multi-period, spatial equilibrium model can be written as the following
maximisation problem in the variables yit, xit, xijt, and sit, for all i = 1,�,n, i � j,
and t = 1,�,T.
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where � it(yit)  and pit(xit)  are given inverse demand and supply functions
satisfying (5.2) and the parameters � ijt and kit are defined in (5.5). The
formulation of model (5.13) resembles the formulation of model (5.8).
However, they are fundamentally different from each other. In model (5.8), the
optimal supply, demand, transport, and storage plans are determined for an
individual trader for a given level of producer and consumer prices. In
equilibrium model (5.13), equilibrium prices and quantities for all producers,
consumers, and traders are determined simultaneously, for which market supply
and demand are in equilibrium. Since the objective function of (5.13) is a linear
combination with positive coefficients of concave functions, the objective
function is concave. It can easily be shown that the solution of this model is a
global maximum and that the optimal values of xit, pit(xit), yit, and � it(yit) are
unique, see Ruijs et al. (2001). The values of xijt and s it are not necessarily
unique.

Like in Section 5.1.2, it follows immediately that it is optimal that s iT =
0, due to the assumption that traders can not sell their stocks in the next year.
Using the Kuhn-Tucker conditions of model (5.13), which are presented in
Appendix A2.2, some properties of the equilibrium solution can be derived. The
proofs of these properties are presented in Appendix A2.2.

Equilibrium property 5.1: For region i � {1,�,n} and period t � {1,�,T},
a) in the optimal solution of (5.13) � it(yit) � pit(xit);
b) if in the optimal solution of (5.13) � it(yit) < pit(xit), then xit = 0 and/or yit = 0;
c) if in the optimal solution of (5.13) supply and demand are both positive, xit >
0 and yit > 0, then the prices necessarily satisfy pit(xit)  = � it(yit).

Equilibrium property 5.2: In the optimal solution of (5.13), let transport take
place in period t from a market i to a market j, so xijt > 0, with i,j � {1,...,n}, j �
i, t � {1,�,T}. Consider a region s � {1,�,n}. Then, in period t,
a) no goods are transported from region s, for s � i, to region i, xsit = 0;
b) no goods are transported from region j to region s, for s � j, xjst = 0;
c) the producer supply in region i satisfies xit > 0, and/or the stock remaining
from the previous period is positive, s i,t-1 > 0;
d) the consumer demand in region j satisfies yjt > 0, and/or the quantity put in
stock in region j is positive, sjt > 0.
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Equilibrium property 5.3: For region i and j, i,j � {1,�,n}, j � i, and period t �
{1,�,T},
a) in the solution of (5.13) � jt(yjt) � pit(xit) + � ijt;
b) if in the optimal solution of (5.13) � jt(yjt) < pit(xit) + � ijt, then xit = 0, xijt = 0,
and/or yjt = 0;
c) if in the optimal solution of (5.13) supplies in region i, transport between
region i and j, and demand in region j are positive, xit > 0, xijt > 0, and yjt > 0,
then the optimal prices necessarily satisfy � jt(yjt) = pit(xit) + � ijt.

Equilibrium property 5.4: For region i � {1,�,n} and period t � {1,�,T-1},
a) in the optimal solution of (5.13) � i,t+1(yi,t+1) � pit(xit) + kit; analogously, for �
� {t+1,�,T} � i�(yi�) � pit(xit) + � it� (see also (5.9));
b) if in the optimal solution of (5.13) � i,t+1(yi,t+1) < pit(xit) + kit, then xit = 0, s it =
0, and/or yi,t+1 = 0; analogously, for � � {t+1,�,T}, if in the optimal solution of
(5.13) � i�(y i�) < pit(xit) + � it�, then xit = 0, s it = 0, s i,t+1 = 0,�, s i,�-1 = 0, and/or yi�

= 0;
c) if in the optimal solution of (5.13) supplies in period t, stock levels at the end
of period t, and demand in period t+1 are positive, xit > 0, s it > 0, and yi,t+1 > 0,
then the optimal prices necessarily satisfy � i,t+1(yi,t+1) = pit(xit) + kit;
analogously, for � � {t+1,�,T}, if in the optimal solution of (5.13), xit > 0, s it >
0, s i,t+1 > 0,�, s i,�-1 > 0, and yi� > 0, then the optimal prices satisfy � i�(yi�) =
pit(xit) + � it�.

Summarising, the optimal solution satisfies, for i,j � {1,�,n}, i � j, t �
{1,�,T}, and � � {t+1,�,T}, the following conditions.
� For a situation in which the optimal solution results in supply and demand

in region i in period t, i.e. xit > 0 and yit > 0, the producer price and
consumer price are the same, � it(yit) = pit(xit).

� If in period t, commodities are supplied in region i, transported between
region i and j, and demanded in region j, i.e. xit > 0, xijt > 0, and yjt > 0, then
� jt(yjt) = pit(xit) + � ijt.
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� If in region i commodities are supplied in period t, stored from period t to
the end of period �-1 and demanded in period �, i.e. xit > 0, s it > 0,�,s i,�-1 >
0, and yi� > 0, then � i�(y i�) = pit(xit) + � it�.

It is clear that the producers supply at the optimal equilibrium price pit the
equilibrium supply level xit, since this quantity satisfies their optimal supply
function xit = xit(pit). Analogously, the consumers demand at the optimal
equilibrium price �it the equilibrium demand level yit, since this quantity
satisfies their optimal demand function yit = yit(� it). One may wonder whether it
is optimal for the traders to buy xit from the producers, transport xijt, store s it,
and sell yit to the consumers. This follows from the following theorem, which is
proved in Appendix A2.2.

Theorem 5.1:
Let xit, yit, xijt, s it, for i,j � {1,�,n}, i � j, and t � {1,�,T}, be an optimal
solution of the equilibrium model (5.13). Let � it = � it(yit) and pit = pit(xit). The
solution:

qit = x it  ,  r it = y it  ,  qijt = x ijt  ,  vit = s it (5.14)

for i,j � {1,�,n}, i � j, and t � {1,�,T}, is an optimal solution of trader
decision problem (5.8). The value of the objective function is equal to 0,
meaning that the trader makes no profits or losses.

From Theorem 5.1, it follows that it is optimal for the traders to buy, sell,
transport, and store the equilibrium quantities. They will make no losses from
these transactions. The result that � it(yit) = pit(xit) on a competitive market
where yit > 0 and xit > 0, is a well known result. The reasoning is as follows.
Suppose that in region i � it(yit) > pit(xit). Then a trader could acquire all supply
in region i, still make profits, and price all his competitors out of the market by
offering a price just above the producer price pit(xit). In that case xit would
increase due to (5.3). In order to sell this extra quantity, he would have to
decrease the consumer price � it(yit), see (5.3). Other traders would do the same,
in this way increasing the producer price and lowering the consumer price, until
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� it(yit) = pit(xit). Similarly, it is not possible on a competitive market that � jt(yjt)
> pit(xit) + � ijt or that � i�(y i�) > pit(xit) + � it�.

Takayama and Judge (1971, p112) conclude that the optimal quantities
of equilibrium model (5.13) will indeed be transacted on a competitive market,
because the �solution satisfies the conditions for a spatial price equilibrium�
(see Section 4.3 for the definition of an SPE). I come to the same conclusion,
but based on other arguments. The optimal quantities of equilibrium model
(5.13) will be transacted on a competitive market, because they are equal to the
aggregate of the quantities which are optimal for each individual producer,
consumer and trader. This implies that all agents sell and purchase their
optimum supply and demand levels, and that they all reach optimal profits or
utility if the equilibrium quantities are transacted. This argument seems to be
more convincing than the argument that the solution satisfies the definition of
an SPE.

The equilibrium model described in this section can be used to analyse
the optimal sales, purchase, transport and storage behaviour of producers,
consumers and traders on a competitive market. One critical assumption is that
the level of future prices is not an uncertain factor. In the Chapters 2 and 3,
however, it has been argued that especially future prices are uncertain and can
not easily be predicted. For that reason, I will in the next chapter extend the
model discussed above to a situation in which future prices are stochastic
elements for the producers, consumers, and traders.




